A Sample of Some of the Topics Discussed During
the Relationship Consultation

Example Couple: Artists, Frida Kahlo & Diego Rivera
Areas covered:

Analysis of Ashtkoot Compatibility Score
Individual Relationship Analysis
Analysis of Synastry
Analysis of Composite

Ashtkoot score is 18.5 out of 36 = Moderate compatibility
Working together and relating = Very good
Understanding of one another = OK
Sex and passion = Very good
Friendship = Good
Combined temperaments = Fair
Daily love and respect = Fair
Emotional interaction = Very good
Conclusion: Workable relationship. Strengths are emotional understanding;
communication between partners is good, genuine passion. Challenges are
differences in temperament and expectations of love-expression.

Individual Relationship Analysis
Frida has Leo rising. She is an ardent, expressive and devoted personality, who
thrives on drama and adventure. She values consistency in her own life and in the
character and behaviour of others. Her partnership house is ruled by Saturn, which is
placed in the 8th house of loss and anxiety, suggesting difficulties and worries
through the partner. She has Mars and Uranus in the 5th house of love and sex,
indicating a likelihood of sexual escapades and sudden experiences in love. The 5th
house ruler, Jupiter, is in her 12th house of secrets, implying secret affairs and
longings in love. The Venus/Pluto conjunction indicates powerful experiences in love
ranging from intense infatuations to upheavals in relationships.

Diego has Cancer rising with Saturn conjunct the Ascendant. He is a solitary person
who needs to feel he is in control of his life and the lives of those close by. However,
Saturn is debilitated by sign, so his ability to achieve such control comes at a cost.
He has Mars in the 7th house of relationships indicating involvement with fiery and
argumentative women. There is a strong emphasis on sex through the Scorpio ruled
5th house and the easy aspects between the Moon (women) and his 5th and 7th
house rulers, and the Sun and Mercury in the 5th.

Analysis of Synastry
Diego has his Mars and Venus connected to Frida's 5th house indicating sexual
passion and artistic activity between them. His Ascendant is conjunct her Sun and
Jupiter, which provides a strong bond between them. Their Moons are in the same
sign indicating emotional understanding and endurance. Frida's Mars is conjunct
Diego's 7th house cusp signifying a lively and feisty married life. There is good
intellectual understanding and communication, but arguments can erupt at any time.
Frida's Moon is conjunct Diego's Neptune and Pluto indicating the likelihood of
emotional shocks caused by his actions. Diego's Saturn is conjunct Frida's Jupiter
suggesting periods of discontent with one another.
Conclusion: This is a fiery pairing, drawn together by a mutual love of art and
ultimately of one another. The depth of feeling between them is what sustains their
union.

Analysis of Composite
The composite chart has Leo rising which is indicative of a long-lasting and enduring
relationship punctuated with periods of high drama and creativity. Together, they
make a strong impact on the world and are seen as leaders in their field. The
composite Moon is conjunct the composite Saturn in the 10th house signifying public
recognition and emotional longevity, with periods of separation and dissatisfaction
with each other. The composite Moon's South Node is in the 7th house of marriage
indicating marital difficulties and a danger of destructive behaviour by both partners.
The composite Uranus is in the 4th house of home and family indicating sudden
upsets with or through the family and the possibility of unusual living arrangements.
The composite Mars is in the 6th house of health and illness confirming the battle
they both faced with Frida's health.
Conclusion: A challenging marriage requiring hard work and dedication.
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